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Join New York Times bestselling author Wanda E. Brunstetter along with Jean Brunstetter in

Holmes County for a dramatic new 6-part serial novel.  In Part 3, The Betrayed FiancÃ©e, Kristi

Palmer thought Joel Byler was the man she would marry, until she suddenly learns he has been

hiding a lot from her. He never told her about growing up Amish, but the problem is that he rebelled

from all that was good in his upbringing and put his selfish desires first. Now he has stolen money

from their joint account, and she is done.The Amish Millionaire -- A 6-Part Serial Novel #1: The

English Son #2: The Stubborn Father #3: The Betrayed Fiancee #4: The Missing Will #5: The

Divided Family #6: The Selfless Act
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I was very lucky I received book three in the mail today, of The Amish Millionaire by Wanda E.

Brunstetter and Jean Brunstetter (who is her daughter-in-law). This might be a short book but it

holds so much in how people grow to be untruthful an sneaky . It takes about a hour to read this

book but it should take a person hours to think about what the story has to tell. Joel went to his

dad's funeral but he went with a very cold heart. He hurt so many people's feeling that were there

especially the women that he claims to love. So many things in those short pages happened not he

isn't sure what is going to happen to him. His sisters don't know what to make of him an neither

does his girl. If he doesn't start talking to God an really talking his life is going to crumble. When you



read this book sit back an think about the words an what they are really telling you, don't just read

an think things will turn out better in book 4 because right now they could even get worse. There are

many meanings in this book take time and really go over them slow not fast. There is so much heart

put into this book an all of them, please let the author's know how you feel and then also do a

review so that they can see that you enjoyed the time they used to write this story. I am looking

forward too the rest of the books.

I'm loving the storyline in general; but, I have to admit that I am hating this breakdown in segments

with a passion. I will never do that again and hope that the way her books are going to be released

will be made abundantly clear in the future. I got into that with another Amish author and refused to

even begin the first release until all units had been released. It's hard enough waiting for the release

of three books in a trilogy, especially when you read everything Amish you can get your hands on

and have the added burden of trying to remember which series you are currently reading. I find

myself looking for characters in one book that don't even belong in the series I'm reading. Fans are

what keep these authors writing, so I hope they will take our wishes into consideration.

The story is good, not as good as some I have read. Mostly, I am just disappointed that I am paying

so much to read this series. Just as you get into the story, it is over. Then you have to wait for the

next book to come out. The price is my main complaint, if you add up how much you pay to read the

entire story, it is just crazy. I have always liked Wanda Brunstetter, but I will not buy any books that

come in these segments. I will just wait until they all are out and get them from my library.

This book is totally amazing. The characters in this story are very special people that you will enjoy

reading about. You won't be able to stop reading this wonderful book. You will feel God working

throughout this whole book.

I found that when reading these serial novels that if you read them back to back they are not so bad.

Don't buy them one at a time and read them. They end so that you are left hanging and wanting

more.If you buy them all when they come out then wait until you get the last one you will enjoy them

so much more.I read book 2 and book 3 back to back and I loved them so much better.These

characters are the best ones yet. I love the storyline.I can't wait to find out what happens in book 4

with Kristi and Joel. So much to look forward to in the next book. You are going to love the Amish,

English storyline.I gave these two books 4 stars each. I highly recommend this series.I was given



copies of these two books by the author for my honest review.

I love this author's books and was excited when this new series came out. I'm enjoying the content,

but the pricing feels unfair. And the content isn't feeling worth the $,I have been buying the kindle

version . I bought it at $4.74 and I see it's dropped to $2.99 for this 1st one--but each next piece to

this "series" is nearly $5 a pop and only around 128 pages each. The author has books at 300

pages for around the price of one of these !So to read all 6 in this series we pay $30?! When you

add up the pages, that's about 3 times her normal charge .I also see another new book for $14.99

coming later this year . I'm not going to pre -order unless it drops closer to $10.I'm sorry, Wanda. I

love your writings but not understanding why the sudden increase I'm not noticing with other authors

of this genre that I enjoy .I may just watch out for future sales or check my library .I also think

electronic should cost less than paperback which requires paper, ink and postage .

fantastic book and story line. Wanda really leaves you hanging at the end of each of these books.

Then you have to wait a month to get the next one. Hope that there will be more than 6 books in this

series. I am waiting for book 5 to come out. Wish it was out already.

The Betrayed Fiancee is book 3 in Wanda Brunstetter ' new series, The Amish Millionaire. As the

story of Joel Byler continues his secrets start to catch up with him. What will it cost Joel when his

secrets are exposed? Will make him rethink what he has been doing?This is a wonderful story line

and I look forward each month to have it continue. I'm not sure what the next book holds in store for

her readers but I'm sure it will be good.Another great installment in your series Wanda.I was not

given a complimentary copy of this book but I am still offering my honest review. I also gave this

book a 5 star rating for a well written book!
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